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Abstract
Neural network on Riemannian symmetric space
such as hyperbolic space and the manifold of
symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrices is an
emerging subject of research in geometric deep
learning. Based on the well-established frame-
work of the Helgason-Fourier transform on the
noncompact symmetric space, we present a fully-
connected network and its associated ridgelet
transform on the noncompact symmetric space,
covering the hyperbolic neural network (HNN)
and the SPDNet as special cases. The ridgelet
transform is an analysis operator of a depth-2 con-
tinuous network spanned by neurons, namely, it
maps an arbitrary given function to the weights of
a network. Thanks to the coordinate-free reformu-
lation, the role of nonlinear activation functions
is revealed to be a wavelet function. Moreover,
the reconstruction formula is applied to present
a constructive proof of the universality of finite
networks on symmetric spaces.

1. Introduction
Geometric deep learning is an emerging research direction
that aims to devise neural networks on non-Euclidean spaces
(Bronstein et al., 2021). In this study, we focus on devising
a fully-connected layer on a noncompact symmetric space
X “ G{K (Helgason, 1984; 2008). In general, it is more
challenging to devise a fully-connected layer on a manifold
than to devise a convolution layer because neither the scalar
product, bias translation, nor pointwise activation can be
trivially defined. A noncompact symmetric space is a Rie-
mannian manifold X with nonpositive curvature, as well
as a homogeneous space G{K of Lie groups G and K. It
covers several important spaces in the recent literature of
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representation learning, such as the hyperbolic space and the
manifold of symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrices, or
the SPD manifold. On those spaces, several neural networks
have been developed such as hyperbolic neural networks
(HNNs) and SPDNets.

Neural Network on Hyperbolic Space. The hyperbolic
space is a symmetric space with a constant negative curva-
ture. Following the success of Poincaré embedding (Kri-
oukov et al., 2010; Nickel & Kiela, 2017; 2018; Sala et al.,
2018), the hyperbolic space has been recognized as an ef-
fective space for embedding tree-structured data; and hyper-
bolic neural networks (HNNs) (Ganea et al., 2018; Gulcehre
et al., 2019; Shimizu et al., 2021) have been developed to
promote effective use of hyperbolic geometry for saving pa-
rameters against Euclidean counterparts. The previous stud-
ies such as HNN (Ganea et al., 2018) and HNN++ (Shimizu
et al., 2021) have replaced each operation with gyrovector
calculus, but there are still rooms for arguments such as on
the expressive power of the proposed network and on the
role of nonlinear activation functions.

Neural Network on SPD Manifold. The SPD manifold
equipped with the standard Riemannian metric has noncon-
stant nor nonpositive curvature. The metric is isomorphic
to the Fisher information metric for multivariate centered
normal distributions. Since covariance matrices are positive
definite, the SPD manifold has been investigated and applied
in a longer and wider literature than the hyperbolic space.
Besides, the SPD manifold has also attracted attention as
a space for graph embedding (Lopez et al., 2021; Cruceru
et al., 2021). To reduce the computational cost without
harming the Riemannian geometry, several distances have
been proposed such as the affine-invariant Riemannian met-
ric (AIRM) (Pennec et al., 2006), the Stein metric (Sra,
2012), the Bures–Wasserstein metric (Bhatia et al., 2019),
the Log-Euclidean metric (Arsigny et al., 2006; 2007), and
the vector-valued distance (Lopez et al., 2021). Furthermore,
neural networks on SPD manifolds have been developed,
such as SPDNet (Huang & Gool, 2017; Dong et al., 2017;
Gao et al., 2019; Brooks et al., 2019b;a), deep manifold-to-
manifold transforming network (DMT-Net) (Zhang et al.,
2018), and ManifoldNet (Chakraborty et al., 2018; 2022).



Although those networks are aware of underlying geometry,
except for a universality result on horospherical HNNs by
Wang (2021), previous studies lack theoretical investiga-
tions, such as on the expressive power and on the effect of
nonlinear activation functions. The purpose of this study
is to define a fully-connected layer on a noncompact sym-
metric space in a unified manner from the perspective of
harmonic analysis on symmetric space, and derive an asso-
ciated ridgelet transform—an analysis operator that maps
a function f on X to the weight parameters, written γ, of
a network. In the end, the ridgelet transform is given as
a closed-form expression, the reconstruction formula fur-
ther elicits a constructive proof of the universality of finite
models, and the role/effect of an activation function will be
understood as a wavelet function.

Harmonic Analysis on Symmetric Space. The Helgason-
Fourier transform has been introduced in (Helgason, 1965)
as a Fourier transform on the noncompact symmetric space
X . This is an integral transform of functions f on X with
respect to the eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami oper-
ator ∆X on X . We refer to Helgason (1984, Introduction)
and Helgason (2008, Ch.III) for more details.

The Integral Representation Srγspxq on Euclidean
Space is an infinite-dimensional linear representation of
a depth-2 fully-connected neural network, given by the fol-
lowing integral operator: For every x P Rm,

Srγspxq “

ż

RmˆR
γpa, bqσpa ¨ x ´ bqdadb. (1)

Here, each function x ÞÑ σpa¨x´bq represents a single neu-
ron, or a feature map of input x parametrized by pa, bq. The
integration over pa, bq implies that all the possible neurons
are assigned in advance, and thus Srγs can be understood
as a continuous neural network. We note, however, that if
we take γ to be a finite sum of Dirac’s measures such as
γp :“

řp
i“1 ciδpai,biq, then the integral representation can

also exactly reproduce a finite model: For every x P Rm,

Srγpspxq “

p
ÿ

i“1

ciσpai ¨ x ´ biq.

In summary, Srγs is a mathematical model of shallow neural
networks with any width ranging from finite to infinite.

The Ridgelet Transform Rrf ; ρspa, bq is a right inverse
(or pseudo-inverse) operator of the integral representation
operator S. For the Euclidean neural network given in (1),
the ridgelet transform is given as a closed-form expression:
For every pa, bq P Rm ˆ R,

Rrf ; ρspa, bq :“

ż

Rm

fpxqρpa ¨ x ´ bqdx. (2)

Here, f : Rm Ñ C is a target function to be approximated,
and ρ : R Ñ C is an auxiliary function, called the ridgelet
function. Under mild conditions, the reconstruction formula

SrRrf ; ρss “ ppσ, ρqqf,

holds, where pp¨, ¨qq denote a scalar product of σ and ρ given
by a weighted inner-product in the Fourier domain as

ppσ, ρqq :“ p2πqm´1

ż

R
σ7pωqρ7pωq|ω|´mdω,

where ¨7 denotes the Fourier transform in b P R. Therefore,
as long as the product ppσ, ρqq is neither 0 nor 8, we can
normalize ρ to satisfy ppσ, ρqq “ 1 so that SrRrf ; ρss “ f .

In other words, R and S are analysis and synthesis operators,
and thus play the same roles as the Fourier (F ) and inverse
Fourier (F´1) transforms respectively, in the sense that the
reconstruction formula SrRrf ; ρss “ ppσ, ρqqf corresponds
to the Fourier inversion formula F´1rF rf ss “ f . In the
meanwhile, different from the case of the Fourier transform,
there are infinitely many different ρ’s satisfying ppσ, ρqq “ 1.
This means that R is not strictly an inverse operator to S,
which is unique if it exists, but a right inverse operator,
indicating that S has a nontrivial null space. Sonoda et al.
(2021b) have revealed that the null space is spanned by
the ridgelet transforms Rr ¨ ; ρ0s with degenerated ridgelet
functions satisfying ppσ, ρ0qq “ 0. This means that any
parameter distribution γ satisfying Srγs “ f can always be
represented as (not always single but) a linear combination
of ridgelet transforms.

Despite the common belief that neural network parameters
are a blackbox, the closed-form expression of ridgelet trans-
form (2) clearly describes how the network parameters are
organized, which is a clear advantage of the integral repre-
sentation theory. Furthermore, the integral representation
theory can deal with a wide range of activation functions
without any modification, not only ReLU but all the tem-
pered distribution S 1pRq (see, e.g., Sonoda & Murata, 2017).

Relations between Continuous and Finite Models.
(1) The relation between a general continuous model
ş

γpvqσpv, xqdv with a general feature map x ÞÑ σpv, xq

parametrized by v, and the finite model
řp

i“1 ciσpvi, xq is
well investigated in the Maurey-Jones-Barron (MJB) the-
ory, claiming the Lp-density of finite models in the space
of continuous models (see, e.g., Kainen et al., 2013). The
density is fundamental to show that a certain property of
finite models is preserved when the model is extended to
a continuous model, so that we can concentrate on inves-
tigating the continuous model instead of the finite model.
(2) In addition, Sonoda et al. (2021a) have shown that the
parameter distribution of a finite model trained by regular-
ized empirical risk minimization (RERM) converges to a



certain unique ridgelet spectrum Rrf ;σ˚s with special σ˚

in an over-parametrized regime. This means that we can
understand the parameters at local minima to be a finite
approximation of the ridgelet transform, and thus we can
investigate the ridgelet transform to study the minimizer of
the learning problem.

Historical Overview. The idea of the integral representa-
tion first emerged in the 1990s to investigate the expressive
power of infinitely-wide shallow neural networks (Irie &
Miyake, 1988; Funahashi, 1989; Carroll & Dickinson, 1989;
Ito, 1991; Barron, 1993), and the original ridgelet trans-
form is discovered independently by Murata (1996), Candès
(1998) and Rubin (1998). In the context of sparse signal
processing, ridgelet analysis has been developed as a multi-
dimensional counterpart of wavelet analysis (Donoho, 2002;
Starck et al., 2010; Kutyniok & Labate, 2012; Kostadinova
et al., 2014). In the context of deep learning theory, continu-
ous models have been employed in the so-called mean-field
theory to show the global convergence of the SGD train-
ing of shallow ReLU networks (Nitanda & Suzuki, 2017;
Mei et al., 2018; Rotskoff & Vanden-Eijnden, 2018; Chizat
& Bach, 2018; Sirignano & Spiliopoulos, 2020; Suzuki,
2020), and new ridgelet transforms for ReLU networks have
been developed to investigate the expressive power of ReLU
networks (Sonoda & Murata, 2017), and to establish the rep-
resenter theorem for ReLU networks (Savarese et al., 2019;
Ongie et al., 2020; Parhi & Nowak, 2020; Unser, 2019).

Contributions of This Study

One of the major shortcomings of conventional ridgelet
analysis has been that the closed-form expression like (2) is
known only for the case of Euclidean network: σpa ¨x´ bq.
In this study, we explain a natural way to find the ridgelet
transform via the Fourier expression, then obtain a series of
new ridgelet transforms for noncompact symmetric space
X “ G{K in a unified manner by replacing the Euclidean-
Fourier transform with the Helgason-Fourier transform on
noncompact symmetric space. The reconstruction formula
SrRrf ss “ f can provide a constructive proof of the uni-
versal approximation property of finite neural networks on
an arbitrary noncompact symmetric space. As far as we
have noticed, Wang (2021) is the only author who shows the
universality of HNNs. Following the classical arguments
by Cybenko (1989), her proof is based on the Hahn-Banach
theorem. As a result, it is simple but non-constructive. On
the other hand, our results (1) are more informative because
of the constructive nature, (2) cover a wider range of spaces,
i.e., any noncompact symmetric space X “ G{K, and (3)
cover a wider range of nonlinear activation functions, i.e.,
any tempered distribution σ P S 1pRq, without any modifica-
tion.

Remarks for Avoiding Potential Confusions. As clari-
fied in the discussion, the HNNs devised in this study is the
same as the one investigated by Wang (2021), but different
from the ones proposed by Ganea et al. (2018) and Shimizu
et al. (2021). Both HNNs can be regarded as extensions of
the Euclidean NN (ENN), but as a hyperbolic counterpart of
the Euclidean hyperplane, Wang (2021) and we employed
the horosphere, while Ganea et al. (2018) and Shimizu et al.
(2021) employed the set of geodesics, called the Poincaré
hyperplane. As a consequence, our main results do cover
our horospherical HNN, but do not cover their geodesic
HNNs. Yet, we conjecture that the proof technique can be
applied for those geodesic HNNs. On the other hand, the
SPDNet devised in this study is essentially the same as the
ones proposed in previous studies (Huang & Gool, 2017;
Dong et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2019; Brooks et al., 2019b;a).

We further remark that the so-called “equivalence between
convolutional networks and fully-connected networks” (e.g.
Petersen & Voigtlaender, 2020) can hold only when net-
works are carefully designed (e.g., when X is a finite set).
While a convolution on X is a binary operation f ˚ g of
functions f, g : X Ñ R, a scalar-product on X is a bi-
nary operation xx, yy of points x, y P X , and there are no
canonical rules to identify functions and points in general.
Moreover, there are no canonical scalar-products for points
in general manifolds. Therefore, even if we are given a
convolutional network on X , we cannot directly translate it
as a fully-connected network.

Notations

| ¨ |E (or simply | ¨ |) denotes the Euclidean norm of Rm.

GLpm,Rq denotes the set of mˆm real regular matrices, or
the general linear group. Opmq denotes the set of mˆm or-
thogonal matrices, or the orthogonal group. Dpmq, D`pmq

and D˘1pmq denote the sets of m ˆ m diagonal matri-
ces with real entries, positive entries, and ˘1, respectively.
T`pmq, T1pmq and T0pmq denote the sets of m ˆ m upper
triangular matrices with positive entries, ones, and zeros on
the diagonal, respectively. Pm denotes the set of m ˆ m
symmetric positive definite matrices.

On a (possibly noncompact) manifold X , CcpXq denotes
the compactly supported continuous functions, C8

c pXq de-
notes the compactly supported infinitely differentiable func-
tions, and L2pXq denotes the square-integrable functions.
When X is a symmetric space, dx is supposed to be the
left-invariant measure.

For any integer d ą 0, SpRdq denotes the Schwartz test
functions (or rapidly decreasing functions) on Rd, and
S 1pRdq the tempered distributions on Rd (i.e., the topologi-
cal dual of SpRdq). We eventually set the class of activation
functions to be tempered distributions S 1pRq, which covers
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Figure 1: The Euclidean fully-connected layer σpa ¨ x ´ bq
is recast as the signed distance dpx, ξq from a point x to a
hyperplane ξpy,uq followed by a wavelet function σpr¨q,
where y satisfies ry ¨ u “ b and ξpy,uq passes through the
point y with a normal u.

truncated power functions σpbq “ bk` “ maxtb, 0uk cover-
ing the step function for k “ 0 and the rectified linear unit
(ReLU) for k “ 1. We refer to Grafakos (2008); Gel’fand
& Shilov (1964); Sonoda & Murata (2017) for more details
on Schwartz distributions and Fourier analysis on them.

To avoid potential confusion, we use two symbols p̈ and
¨7 for the Fourier transforms in the input variable x P

X “ G{K (or x P Rm) and the bias variable b P R,
respectively. For example, pfpξq :“

ş

Rm fpxqe´ix¨ξdx

for ξ P Rm, ρ7pωq :“
ş

R ρpbqe´ibωdb for ω P R, and
γ7pa, ωq “

ş

R γpa, bqe´ibωdb for pa, ωq P Rm ˆ R.

2. Fully-Connected Layer on Euclidean Space
We briefly review the Euclidean fully-connected layer x ÞÑ

σpa ¨ x ´ bq on Rm, where x P Rm is an input vector,
pa, bq P Rm ˆ R is hidden parameters, a ¨ x is the Eu-
clidean scalar product, and σ : R Ñ R is an arbitrary given
nonlinear function. In particular, expressions (3) and (4)
are keys to devise fully connected layer on a symmetric
space with a variety of activation function σ and to derive
the associated ridgelet transform.

2.1. Coordinate-Free Reformulation of Euclidean
Fully-Connected Layer

For any px,uq P Rm ˆ Sm´1, put

ξpx,uq :“ ty P Rm | u ¨ px ´ yq “ 0u,

the hyperplane passing through a point x P Rm and orthog-
onal to a unit vector u P Sm´1.

First, we change the parameters in polar coordinates as

pa, bq “ pru, ru ¨ yq, pr,u,yq P Rě0 ˆ Sm´1 ˆ Rm.

We note that the mapping from y to b is not injective, but it
is rather understood as the mapping from (any representative
point of) hyperplane ξppb{rqu,uq “ ty | ru ¨ y “ bu to b.

Then, the fully-connected layer σpa ¨ x ´ bq is rewritten as

σpa ¨ x ´ bq “ σpru ¨ px ´ yqq “ σprdpx,yxqq

“ σprdpx, ξpy,uqqq, (3)

where dpx,yq :“ signpx ´ yq|x ´ y|E denotes the signed
Euclidean distance, and yx denotes the closest point to x
in the hyperplane ty | ru ¨ y “ bu. Figure 1 illustrates the
relations of symbols.

The last two expressions are coordinate-free, but the final
expression (3) is much appreciated because y can be an
arbitrary representative point of hyperplane tru ¨ y “ bu.
Meanwhile, the scaled nonlinear function σpr¨q is under-
stood as a wavelet function, which plays a role of multiscale
analysis (Mallat, 2009) such as singularity detection with
scale r running from 0 to 8.

In summary, a fully-connected layer σpa ¨ x ´ bq is recast
as σprdpx, ξqq “wavelet analysis with respect to a wavelet
function σ on the signed distance dpx, ξq between point x
and hyperplane ξ.” Since the wavelet transform can detect a
point singularity, wavelet analysis on the distance between a
point and a hyperplane can detect a singularity in the normal
direction to the hyperplane.

2.2. How to Solve Srγs “ f and Find γ “ Rrf s

We explain the basic steps to find the parameter distri-
bution γ satisfying Srγs “ f . The basic steps is three-
fold: (Step 1) Turn the network into the Fourier expression,
(Step 2) change variables to split the feature map into use-
ful and junk factors, and (Step 3) put the unknown γ the
separation-of-variables form to find a particular solution.

The following procedure is valid, for example, when σ P

S 1pRq, ρ P SpRq, f P L2pRmq and γ P L2pRm ˆ Rq. See
Kostadinova et al. (2014) and Sonoda & Murata (2017) for
more details on the valid combinations of function classes.

Step 1. To begin with, we turn the network into the Fourier
expression as below.

Srγspxq :“

ż

RmˆR
γpa, bqσpa ¨ x ´ bqdadb

“

ż

Rm

rγpa, ¨q ˚b σspa ¨ xqda

“
1

2π

ż

RmˆR
γ7pa, ωqσ7pωqeiωa¨xdadω.

Here, ˚b denotes the convolution in b; and the last equation
follows from the identity (i.e., the Fourier inversion formula)
ϕpbq “ 1

2π

ş

R ϕ7pωqeiωbdω with ϕpbq “ rγpa, ¨q ˚b σspbq
and b “ a ¨ x.



Step 2. Next, we change variables pa, ωq “ pξ{ω, ωq

with dadω “ |ω|´mdξdω so that the modified feature map
σ7pωqeiωa¨x split into useful and junk factors as

“
1

2π

ż

R

„
ż

Rm

γ7pξ{ω, ωqeiξ¨xdξ

ȷ

σ7pωq|ω|´mdω. (4)

Step 3. Finally, since inside the bracket r¨ ¨ ¨ s is the Fourier
inversion with respect to ξ, it is natural to put γ to be a
separation-of-variables expression

γ7

f,ρpξ{ω, ωq :“ pfpξqρ7pωq, (5)

with the given function f P L2pRmq and an arbitrary func-
tion ρ P SpRq. Then, we have

Srγf,ρspxq “ ppσ, ρqq
1

p2πqm

ż

Rm

pfpξqeiξ¨xdξdω

“ ppσ, ρqqfpxq,

where we put

ppσ, ρqq :“ p2πqm´1

ż

R
σ7pωqρ7pωq|ω|´mdω.

In other words, the separation-of-variables expression γf,ρ
is a particular solution to the integral equation Srγs “ cf
with factor c “ ppσ, ρqq P C.

In the end, γf,ρ turns out to be the ridgelet transform: The
Fourier inversion of γ7

f,ρpa, ωq “ pfpωaqρ7pωq is calculated
as

γf,ρpa, bq “
1

2π

ż

R
pfpωaqρ7pωqe´iωbdω

“
1

2π

ż

RmˆR
fpxqρ7pωqeiωpa¨x´bqdω

“

ż

RmˆR
fpxqρpa ¨ x ´ bqdx,

which is exactly the definition of the ridgelet transform
Rrf ; ρs.

In conclusion, the separation-of-variables expression (5) is
the way to naturally find the ridgelet transform. We note
that Steps 1 and 2 to obtain (4) can be understood as the
change-of-frame from the neurons σpa ¨x´ bqdadb, which
we are less familiar with, to the tensor product of a plane
wave and a junk: eiξ¨xdξ b σ7pωq|ω|´mdω, which we are
much familiar with. Hence, the map γpa, bq ÞÑ γ7pξ{ω, ωq

is understood to be the associated transformation of the
coefficient γ.

3. Harmonic Analysis on Noncompact
Symmetric Space

Readers may skip the first subsection, § 3.1, by understand-
ing general notations in symmetric space X as specific ones

in the hyperbolic space or the SPD manifold as listed in
Table 1.

3.1. Noncompact Riemannian Symmetric Space

We follow the notation by Helgason (2008, Ch. II) except for
the conflict cases. For example, we assign “u P BX” instead
of “b P B” for the boundary of X , since b is assigned for
the bias in a fully-connected layer in this study.

Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite
center, and let G “ KAN be its Iwasawa decomposition.
Namely, it is a unique diffeomorphic decomposition of G
into subgroups K,A, and N , where K is maximal compact,
A is maximal abelian, and N is maximal nilpotent. For
example, when G “ GLpm,Rq (general linear group), then
K “ Opmq (orthogonal group), A “ D`pmq (all positive
diagonal matrices), and N “ T1pmq (all upper triangular
matrices with ones on the diagonal).

Let dg,dk, da, and dn be left G-invariant measures on
G,K,A, and N respectively. Following Helgason (1984,
Proposition 5.1, Ch. I), we normalize the measures so that
ş

K
dk “ 1, and

ż

G

fpgqdg “

ż

KAN

fpkanqe2ϱ log adkdadn

“

ż

NAK

fpnakqe´2ϱ log adndadk

“

ż

ANK

fpankqdadndk,

for any f P CcpGq, with a constant ϱ P a˚ defined below.

Let g, k, a, and n be the Lie algebras of G,K,A, and N
respectively. By a fundamental property of abelian Lie
algebra, both a and its dual a˚ are the same dimensional
vector spaces, and thus they can be identified with Rr for
some r, namely a “ a˚ “ Rr. We call r :“ dim a the
rank of X . For example, when G “ GLpm,Rq, then g “

glm “ Rmˆm (all m ˆ m real matrices), k “ om (all skew-
symmetric matrices), a “ Dpmq (all diagonal matrices),
and n “ T0pmq (all strictly upper triangular matrices).

Let X :“ G{K be a noncompact symmetric space, namely,
a Riemannian manifold composed of all the left cosets

X :“ G{K :“ tx “ gK | g P Gu.

Using the identity element e of G, let o “ eK be the ori-
gin of X . By the construction of X , group G acts tran-
sitively on X , and let grxs :“ ghK (for x “ hK) de-
note the G-action of g P G on X . Specifically, any point
x P X can always be written as x “ gros for some g P G.
Let dx denote the left G-invariant measure on X . Fol-
lowing the normalization above, we normalize dx so that
ş

X
fpxqdx :“

ş

G
fpgrosqdg “

ş

AN
fpanrosqdadn for any

f P CcpXq.



in symmetric space in hyperbolic space in SPD manifold

X “ G{K hyperbolic space Hm SPD manifold Pm

BX :“ K{M boundary (or ideal sphere) BHm boundary BPm

a˚ frequency domain R1 frequency domain Rm

ξpx, uq horosphere ξpx, uq horosphere ξpx, uq

xx, uy :“ ´Hpg´1kq signed distance xx, uy vector-valued distance xx, uy

Table 1: Correspondence of notations in X “ G{K,Hm and Pm

Let M :“ CKpAq :“ tk P K | ka “ ak for all a P Au be
the centralizer of A in K, and let

BX :“ K{M :“ tu “ kM | k P Ku

be the boundary (or ideal sphere) of X , which is known to be
a compact manifold. Let du denote the uniform probability
measure on BX . For example, when K “ Opmq and A “

D`pmq, then M “ D˘1 (the subgroup of K consisting of
diagonal matrices with entries ˘1).

Let

Ξ :“ G{MN :“ tξ “ gMN | g P Gu

be the space of horospheres. Here, basic horospheres are:
An N -orbit ξo :“ N ros “ tnros | n P Nu, which is a
horosphere passing through the origin x “ o with normal
u “ eM ; and karξos “ kaN ros, which is a horosphere
through point x “ karos with normal u “ kM . In fact,
any horosphere can be represented as ξpkanros, kMq since
kaN “ kanN for any n P N . We refer to Helgason (2008,
Ch.I, § 1) and Bartolucci et al. (2021, § 3.5) for more details
on the horospheres and boudaries.

As a consequence of the Iwasawa decomposition, for any
g P G there uniquely exists an r-dimensional vector Hpgq P

a satisfying g P KeHpgqN . For any px, uq “ pgros, kMq P

X ˆ BX , put

xx, uy :“ ´Hpg´1kq P a – Rr,

which is understood as the r-dimensional vector-valued
distance, called the composite distance, from the origin o P

X to the horosphere ξpx, uq through point x with normal
u. Here, the vector-valued distance means that the ℓ2-norm
coincides with the Riemannian length, that is, |xx, uy| “

|dpo, ξpx, uqq|. We refer to Helgason (2008, Ch.II, § 1, 4)
and Kapovich et al. (2017, § 2) for more details on the
vector-valued composite distance.

Let Σ Ă a˚ be the set of (restricted) roots of g with respect
to a. For α P Σ, let gα denote the corresponding root space,
and call mα :“ dimpgαq the multiplicity of α. Let a` be
the Weyl chamber corresponding to n, i.e. n “

ř

αPΣ` gα,
where Σ` is the set of α P Σ that are positive on a`. Put
ϱ :“

ř

αPΣ`
mα

2 α P a˚. Let W be the Weyl group of

G{K, and let |W | denote its order. Let cpλq be the Harish-
Chandra c-function for G. We refer to Helgason (1984,
Theorem 6.14, Ch. IV) for the closed-form expression of
the c-function.

3.2. Helgason-Fourier Transform on Symmetric Space

For any function f on X , the Helgason-Fourier transform is
defined as

pfpλ, uq :“

ż

X

fpxqep´iλ`ϱqxx,uydx, pλ, uq P a˚ ˆ BX

where the exponent p´iλ ` ϱqxx, uy is understood as the
action of functional ´iλ ` ϱ P a˚ on a vector xx, uy P a.
The inversion formula (Helgason, 2008, Theorems 1.3 and
1.5, Ch. III) is given by

fpxq “

ż

a˚ˆBX

pfpλ, uqepiλ`ϱqxx,uy dλdu

|W ||cpλq|2
.

Here, the equality holds at every point x P X when f P

C8
c pXq, and in L2 when f P L2pXq. In particular, the fol-

lowing Plancherel theorem holds: For any f1, f2 P L2pXq,
ş

X
f1pxqf2pxqdx “

ş

a˚ˆBX
pf1pλ, uq pf2pλ, uq dλdu

|W ||cpλq|2
.

The integral kernel ep´iλ`ϱqxx,uy is an X-counterpart of
a plane wave e´iλu¨x in the Euclidean-Fourier transform
ş

Rm fpxqe´iλu¨xdx (expressed in polar coordinate). While
the plane wave e´iλu¨x is a joint eigenfunction of all the in-
variant differential operators (that is, all the polynomials of
the Laplacian ∆) on Rm, the X-plane wave ep´iλ`ϱqxx,uy

is a joint eigenfunction of all the invariant differential op-
erators (e.g., polynomials of the Laplace-Beltrami oper-
ator ∆X ) on X . In particular, the Plancherel measure
|cpλq|´2dλdu plays a parallel role to λ´mdλdu in polar
coordinates.

3.3. Poincaré Ball Model of Hyperbolic Space

Here, we briefly introduce the Poincaré ball Bm as a Rie-
mannian manifold. In Appendix A, we further explain the
homogeneous space aspect of the Poincaré disk B2. In the
following, the boldface such as x and u emphasizes that the
symbols should be understood as the Cartesian coordinates,
rather than a point itself on a manifold.
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Figure 2: Poincaré disk B2, boundary BB2, point x (ma-
genta), horocycle ξpy,uq (magenta) through point y tan-
gent to the boundary at u, and two geodesics (solid black)
orthogonal to the boundary at u through o and x respec-
tively. The signed composite distance xy,uy from the origin
o to the horocycle ξpy,uq can be visualized as the Rieman-
nian distance from o to point y0. Similarly, the distance
between point x and horocycle ξpy,uq is understood as the
Riemannian distance between x and yx along the geodesic,
or equivalently, x0 and y0.

Let Bm :“ tx P Rm | |x|E ă 1u be a Riemannian mani-
fold equipped with metric

gx :“

ˆ

2

1 ´ |x|2E

˙2 m
ÿ

i“1

dxi ^ dxi, x P Bm.

This is the Poincaré ball model of m-dimensional hyperbolic
space Hm. The Riemannian distance between x,y P Bm is
given by

dP px,yq “ cosh´1

ˆ

1 `
2|x ´ y|2E

p1 ´ |x|2Eqp1 ´ |y|2Eq

˙

,

and the Riemannian volume measure at x P Bm is given by

d volgpxq “

ˆ

2

1 ´ |x|2E

˙m

dx,

with respect to the Lebesgue measure dx. Let BBm :“ tu P

Rm | |u|E “ 1u “ Sm´1 be the boundary (or ideal sphere)
equipped with the uniform spherical measure du. Since
Hm is rank-one, we identify a˚ – R1 equipped with the
Lebesgue measure.

In the Poincaré ball model Bm, any boundary point u on
the boundary BBm is infinitely far from any inner point x in
Bm; any geodesic is a Euclidean arc that is orthogonal to the
boundary BBm; any hyperbolic ball/sphere is a Euclidean
ball/sphere in Bm; and any horosphere is a Euclidean ball

that is tangent to the boundary BBm. Hence a horosphere
is understood as a “hyperbolic sphere of infinite radius”,
and it is identified by two parameters px,uq P Bm ˆ BBm

as “a horosphere ξpx,uq passing through x tangent to the
boundary at u.” We note that since a hyperplane in the
Euclidean space can also be understood as a “Euclidean
sphere of infinite radius”, we can understand horospheres
as a hyperbolic counterpart of hyperplanes in the Euclidean
space.

The signed composite distance xx,uy from the origin o to
the horosphere ξpx,uq is calculated as

xx,uy :“ dP po, ξpx,uqq “ dP po,x0q “ log

ˆ

1 ´ |x|2E

|x ´ u|2E

˙

.

Here, we put x0 :“ tu for some |t| ă 1 so that px0 ´

x,u ´ xqE “ 0, i.e., Thales’ theorem.

The Helgason-Fourier transform and the inversion formula
are instantiated as

pfpλ,uq “

ż

Bm

fpxqep´iλ`ϱqxx,uy

ˆ

2

1 ´ |x|2E

˙m

dx,

fpxq “
c2m
2

ż

RˆSm´1

pfpλ,uqepiλ`ϱqxx,uy dλdu

|cpλq|2
,

for any pλ,uq P R ˆ Sm´1 and x P Bm respectively,
where c2m “ 22ϱ{p2π volpSm´1qq, ϱ “ pm ´ 1q{2, and
the Plancherel measure |cpλq|´2 is given by

p2k´1p2k ´ 1q!!q´2
k´1
ź

j“0

pλ2 ` j2q,

when m “ 2k ` 1, and

p2k´1p2k ´ 2q!!q´2πλ tanhpπλq

λ2 ` p1{2q2

k´1
ź

j“0

´

λ2 `
`

2j´1
2

˘2
¯

,

when m “ 2k.

4. Fully-Connected Layer on Symmetric Space
We define the fully-connected layer on the noncompact sym-
metric space, present the associated ridgelet transform and
reconstruction formula, and finally state the cc-universality
of finite networks.

4.1. Network Definition

In accordance with the geometric perspective, it is natural
to define the network as below.

Definition 4.1. Let σ : R Ñ C be a measurable function.
For any function γ : a˚ ˆ BX ˆ R Ñ C, the continuous
neural network on the symmetric space X is given by

Srγspxq



:“

ż

a˚ˆBXˆR
γpa, u, bqσpaxx, uy ´ bqeϱxx,uydadudb.

Here, we call x P X the input, a P a˚ the scale, u P BX
the normal (of horosphere), and b P R the bias. ϱ P a˚ is a
constant vector depending on G{K.

If we take y P X satisfying axy, uy “ b, then we can rewrite
axx, uy ´ b as adpx, ξpy, uqq, which can be understood as
an X-counterpart of the coordinate-free expression (3). For
technical reasons (i.e., for connecting the Helgason-Fourier
transform), we impose an auxiliary weight eϱxx,uy.

4.2. Ridgelet Transform

Definition 4.2. Let ρ : R Ñ C and f : X Ñ C be measur-
able functions. Put

Rrf ; ρspa, u, bq :“

ż

X

crf spxqρpaxx, uy ´ bqeϱxx,uydx,

crf spxq :“

ż

a˚ˆBX

pfpλ, uqepiλ`ϱqxx,uy dλdu

|W ||cpλq|4
,

ppσ, ρqq :“
|W |

2π

ż

R
σ7pωqρ7pωq|ω|´rdω.

Here crf s is defined as a multiplier satisfying ycrf spλ, uq “

pfpλ, uq|cpλq|´2.

4.3. Reconstruction Formula

Theorem 4.3 (Reconstruction Formula on Symmetric
Space). Let X “ G{K be a noncompact symmetric space
defined as above. Let σ P S 1pRq, ρ P SpRq. Then,

SrRrf ; ρsspxq

“

ż

a˚ˆBXˆR
Rrf ; ρspa, u, bqσpaxx, uy ´ bqeϱxx,uydadudb

“ ppσ, ρqqfpxq,

where the equality holds at every point x P X when f P

C8
c pXq, and in L2 when f P L2pXq.

The proof is given in Appendix B.1, which is parallel to
§ 2.2.

As a result, while the Euclidean ridgelet transform is a scalar
product of function fpxq and co-feature map ρpa¨x´bq, we
revealed that the ridgelet transform on a symmetric space
X is a scalar product of function f and co-feature map
ρpaxx, uy ´ bq with auxiliary weights eϱxx,uy in the input
data domain X and |cpλq|´2 in the Fourier domain a˚ ˆBX .
In geometric deep learning, it has been an open question how
to naturally formulate the affine map a ¨ x ´ b and element-
wise activation σ for each point x on a manifold without
depending on the specific choice of coordinates. From the
perspective of harmonic analysis on the symmetric space,
our answer is to embed the data x P X into the flat space
a “ Rr via the vector-valued composite distance xx, uy.

4.4. cc-Universality

By discretizing the reconstruction formula SrRrf ; ρss “ f ,
we can construct a finite network fn that approximates an
arbitrary given function f . This is the primitive idea behind
the constructive proof of the following cc-universality.

Let ∆n
θ be a forward difference operator with difference

θ ą 0, defined by ∆1
θrσsptq :“ σpt ` θq ´ σptq and

∆n`1
θ rσsptq :“ ∆1

θ ˝ ∆n
θ rσsptq.

Theorem 4.4 (cc-universality of finite networks on symmet-
ric space). Suppose that there exists k ě 0 and θ ą 0 such
that ∆k

θ rσs P L8pRq and Lipschitz continuous. Then, the
finite neural networks of the form

fnpxq “

n
ÿ

i“1

ciσpaixx, uiy ´ biqe
ϱxx,uiy, x P X

are cc-universal, that is, for any compact set Z Ă X , and
continuous function f P CpZq, there exists a sequence of
finite networks such that }fn ´ f}CpZq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8.

The proof is given in Appendix B.2.

5. Examples: HNNs
We instantiate a continuous (horospherical) hyperbolic neu-
ral network (HNN) on the Poincaré ball model Bm. In
Appendix C, we further instantiate a continuous neural net-
work on the SPD manifold Pm (SPDNet).

5.1. Continuous HNN

Definition 5.1. For any x P Bm, put

Srγspxq

:“

ż

RˆSm´1ˆR
γpa,u, bqσpaxx,uy ´ bqeϱxx,uydadudb,

where xx,uy “ log 1´|x|
2

|x´u|2
for any px,uq P Bm ˆ BBm.

We note that the weight function exppxx,uyq “
1´|x|

2

|x´u|2
is

known as the Poisson kernel.

Definition 5.2. For any pa,u, bq P R ˆ Sm´1 ˆ R,

Rrf ; ρspa,u, bq

“

ż

Bm

crf spxqρpaxx,uy ´ bqeϱxx,uy 2mdx

p1 ´ |x|2qm
,

where for any x P Bm,

crf spxq “

ż

RˆSm´1

pfpλ,uqepiλ`ϱqxx,uy dλdu

|W ||cpλq|4
.

As a consequence of the general results, the following re-
construction formula holds.



Corollary 5.3. For any σ P S 1pRq, ρ P SpRq,

SrRrf ; ρsspxq “ ppσ, ρqqfpxq,

where

ppσ, ρqq :“
1

2π

ż

R
σ7pωqρ7pωq|ω|´1dω,

where the equality holds at every point x P Bm when f P

C8
c pBmq, and in L2 when f P L2pBmq.

6. Discussion
We have devised the fully-connected layer on noncompact
symmetric space X “ G{K, and presented the closed-form
expression of the ridgelet transform. The reconstruction for-
mula SrRrf ss “ f is further applied to present a construc-
tive proof of the cc-universality of finite fully-connected
networks on X . This is the first universality result that
covers a wide range of space X and activation functions σ,
associated with a constructive proof in a unified manner. In
fact, we do not need to restrict X to be the hyperbolic space
or the SPD manifold, nor need to restrict σ to be ReLU.

Parallel to the Euclidean case explained in § 2.1, the fully-
connected layer σpaxx, uy´bq on X can also be understood
as a wavelet function on a composite distance dpx, ξq from
the point x to a horosphere ξ. To see this, we use the
fact that a set ξpx, uq :“ ty P X | xx, uy “ xy, uyu is a
horosphere through point x with normal u. Given a, b and
u, put ξ1 :“ ty P X | axy, uy “ bu. Then, for an arbitrary
base point y P ξ1, the horosphere ξpy, uq is a subset of ξ1.
Following the notations in Figure 2, suppose u “ kM , and
let x0 P ξpx, uq and y0 P ξ1 be points satisfying x “ kaxros

and y0 “ kaξros for some ax, aξ P A respectively. Then,
xx0, uy ´ xy0, uy “ dpx0, y0q, and thus we have

σpaxx, uy ´ bq “ σpadpx0, y0qq “ σpadpx, ξpy0, uqqq.

The ordinary wavelet transform can detect/localize a singu-
larity at a point in a signal (see, e.g., Mallat, 2009), such
as the singularity of signal fptq “ 1{|t| at the origin t “ 0.
Hence, a wavelet on a distance dpx, ξq turns out to be a
detector of a sigularity along a horosphere ξ.

Based on this coordinate-free reformulation, given a fam-
ily Ξ of geometric objects ξ Ă X , we can devise a fully-
connected layer on an arbitrary metric space X as

Srγspxq :“

ż

RˆΞ

γpa, ξqσpadpx, ξqqdadξ.

If we have a nice coordinates such as ps, tq P Rm ˆ Rm

satisfying dpxptq, ξpsqq “ t ´ s, then we can turn it to
the Fourier expression and hopefully obtain the ridgelet
transform.

Comparison to HNNs. While Wang (2021) and we em-
ployed a horosphere as the geometric object ξ, the original
HNNs (Ganea et al., 2018; Shimizu et al., 2021) employed
not a horosphere but a set ξgeo.px,uq of geodesics per-
pendicular to a normal vector u P Sm´1pĂ TxBmq at a
point x P Bm, called the Poincaré hyperplane. Since a
Euclidean hyperplane can be understood as a set of Eu-
clidean geodesics as well as a Euclidean sphere with infinite
radius, both the Poincaré hyperplane and horosphere can
be regarded as a hyperbolic counterpart of the Euclidean
hyperplane. In fact, there are two types of Radon transform
on the hyperbolic space: geodesic and horospherical Radon
transforms. We conjecture that both networks can be un-
derstood as wavelet analysis on the Radon domain, but the
original HNNs are based on the geodesic Radon transform,
while ours are based on the horospherical Radon transform.

One of our reviewers kindly notified us that Yu & De Sa
(2022) introduced the same weight function exppxx,uyq, or
the Poisson kernel, in graph learning by investigating the
hyperbolic Laplacian. This is not a coincidence since the
Helgason-Fourier transform decomposes function by the
eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on X .

Comparison to SPDNets. In a higher rank symmetric
space, the Riemannian distance is not a complete two-
point invariance, but the vector-valued distance is (see, e.g.,
Kapovich et al., 2017). Lopez et al. (2021) have recently
utilized it. The original SPDNets (Huang & Gool, 2017;
Dong et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2019; Brooks et al., 2019b;a)
are composed of the BiMap layer x ÞÑ wJxw for x P Pm

with an orthonormal projection matrix w P Rmˆk satisfying
wJw “ I , which extends the scalar product, and the ReEig
layer x ÞÑ uJ maxp0, λ ´ bqu via the spectral decompo-
sition x “ uJλu, which extends the pointwise activation
with ReLU. While we applied nonlinear activation σ on
log λpxq P a˚ – Rr, the original ReEig layer applied σ on
λpxq P A – Rr

`. It would be a routine to modify our main
results to the original formulations.
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A. Poincaré Disk D as Noncompact Riemannian Symmetric Space
Following Helgason (1984, Intro. § 4), we review the homogeneous space aspect of a hyperbolic space. Note that the
Riemannian metric here drops the factor ˆ22. Let D :“ tz P C | |z| ă 1u be the unit open disk in C equipped with
the Riemannian metric gzpu, vq “ pu, vq{p1 ´ |z|2q2 for any tangent vectors u, v P TzD at z P D, where p¨, ¨q denotes
the Euclidean inner product in R2. Let BD :“ tu P C | |u| “ 1u be the boundary of D equipped with the uniform
probability measure du. Namely, D is the Poincaré disk model of hyperbolic plane H2. On this model, the Poincaré metric
between two points z, w P D is given by dpz, wq “ tanh´1

|pz ´ wq{p1 ´ zw˚q|, and the volume element is given by
dz “ p1 ´ px2 ` y2qq´2dxdy.

Consider now the group

G “ SUp1, 1q :“

#

ˆ

α β
β˚ α˚

˙

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

pα, βq P C2, |α|2 ´ |β|2 “ 1

+

,

which acts on D (and BD) by

g ¨ z :“
αz ` β

β˚z ` α˚
, z P D Y BD.

The G-action is transitive, conformal, and maps circles, lines, and the boundary into circles, lines, and the boundary. In
addition, consider the subgroups

K :“ SOp2q “

#

kϕ :“

ˆ

eiϕ 0
0 e´iϕ

˙

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ϕ P r0, 2πq

+

,

A :“

#

at :“

ˆ

cosh t sinh t
sinh t cosh t

˙

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

t P R

+

,

N :“

#

ns :“

ˆ

1 ` is ´is
is 1 ´ is

˙

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

s P R

+

,

M :“ CKpAq “

"

k0 “

ˆ

1 0
0 1

˙

, kπ “

ˆ

´1 0
0 ´1

˙*

The subgroup K :“ SOp2q fixes the origin o P D. So we have the identifications

D “ G{K “ SUp1, 1q{SOp2q, and BD “ K{M “ S1.

On this model, the following are known (1) that m “ dim a “ 1, |W | “ 1, ϱ “ 1, and |cpλq|´2 “ πλ
2 tanhpπλ

2 q for
λ P a˚ “ R, (2) that the geodesics are the circular arcs perpendicular to the boundary BD, and (3) that the horocycles are the
circles tangent to the boundary BD. Hence, let ξpx, uq denote the horocycle ξ through x P D and tangent to the boundary at
u P BD; and let xx, uy denote the signed distance from the origin o P D to the horocycle ξpx, uq.

In order to compute the distance xz, uy, we use the following fact: The distance from the origin o to a point z “ reiu is
dpo, zq “ tanh´1

|p0 ´ zq{p1 ´ 0z˚q| “ 1
2 log

1`r
1´r . Hence, let c P D be the center of the horocycle ξpz, uq, and let w P D

be the closest point on the horocycle ξpz, uq to the origin. By definition, xz, uy “ dpo, wq. But we can find the w via the
cosine rule:

cos zou “
|u|2 ` |z|2 ´ |z ´ u|2

2|u||z|
“ cos zoc “

|z|2 ` | 12 p1 ` |w|q|2 ´ | 12 p1 ´ |w|q|2

2|z|| 12 p1 ` |w|q|
,

which yields the tractable formula:

xz, uy “
1

2
log

1 ` |w|

1 ´ |w|
“

1

2
log

1 ´ |z|2

|z ´ u|2
, pz, uq P D ˆ BD.



B. Proofs
B.1. Theorem 4.3 (Reconstruction Formula)

Proof. We identify the scale parameter a P a˚ with vector a P Rr.

Step 1. Since b P R, the Fourier expression is given by

Srγspxq :“

ż

RrˆBXˆR
γpa, u, bqσpa ¨ xx, uy ´ bqeϱxx,uydadudb

“
1

2π

ż

RrˆBXˆR
γ7pa, u, ωqσ7pωqepiωa`ϱqxx,uydadudω.

Step 2. By changing the variables as pa, ωq “ pλ{ω, ωq with dadω “ |ω|´rdλdω, and identifying the vector λ “

pλ1, . . . , λrq P Rr with λ P a˚, we have

Srγspxq “
1

2π

ż

R

„
ż

a˚ˆBX

γ7pλ{ω, u, ωqepiλ`ϱqxx,uydλdu

ȷ

σ7pωq|ω|´rdω.

Step 3. Since inside the bracket r¨ ¨ ¨ s is the inverse Helgason-Fourier transform (excluding the Plancherel measure
|cpλq|´2), put a separation-of-variables form as

γ7

f,ρpλ{ω, u, ωq “ pfpλ, uqρ7pωq|cpλq|´2,

we have a particular solution:

Srγf,ρspxq “

ˆ

|W |

2π

ż

R
σ7pωqρ7pωq|ω|´rdω

˙ ˆ
ż

a˚ˆBX

pfpλ, uqepiλ`ϱqxx,uy dλdu

|W ||cpλq|2

˙

“ ppσ, ρqqfpxq,

where we put

ppσ, ρqq :“
|W |

2π

ż

R
σ7pωqρ7pωq|ω|´rdω.

Here, the equality holds for every point x P X when f P C8
c pXq, and in L2 when f P L2pXq.

In particular, the ridgelet transform is calculated as

Rrf ; ρspa, u, bq :“
1

2π

ż

R
γ7

f,ρpa, u, ωqeiωbdω

“
1

2π

ż

R
pfpωa, uq|cpωaq|´2ρ7pωqeiωbdω

“
1

2π

ż

RˆX

crf spxqρ7pωqep´iωa`ϱqxx,uy`iωbdxdω

“

ż

X

crf spxqρpa ¨ xx, uy ´ bqeϱxx,uydx,

where we put crf s as a Helgason-Fourier multiplier satisfying ycrf spλ, uq “ pfpλ, uq|cpλq|´2.

B.2. Theorem 4.4 (cc-Universality)

Additional Notation. For a function f on a set X , }f}CpXq :“ supxPX |fpxq| denotes the uniform norm on X .

For any integer d ą 0 and vector v P Rd, |v| denotes the Euclidean norm, and xvy :“
a

1 ` |v|2. For any positive number
t ą 0, △t{2 and x△yt denote fractional differential operators defined as Fourier multipliers: for any ϕ P S 1pRdq,

△t{2rϕspvq :“
1

p2πqd

ż

Rd

|u|t pϕpuqeiu¨vdu, x△yt{2rϕspvq :“
1

p2πqd

ż

Rd

p1 ` |u|2qt{2 pϕpuqeiu¨vdu.

In particular when t “ 2, △t{2 coincides with the ordinary Laplacian on Rd.



Proof. We will show that for any compact set Z Ă X , positive number ε ą 0, compactly-supported continuous function
f P CpZq, there exists a finite network fn such that }f ´ fn}CpZq ă ε.

Since
řn

i“1 ci∆
k
θ rσspaixx, uiy ´ biqe

ϱxx,uiy is rewritten as another finite model
řn1

i“1 c
1
iσpa1

ixx, u
1
iy ´ b1

iqe
ϱxx,u1

iy, it suffice
to consider the case k “ 0. In the following, we assume that σp“ ∆0

θrσsq is bounded and Lipschitz continuous. So,
put Mσ :“ }σ}L8pRq and Lσ :“ Lippσq. As a consequence of the Iwasawa decomposition, the composite distance
xx, uy is C8-smooth and thus Lipschitz continuous. Hence, put Lc :“ supxPZ supu,u1PBX |xx, uy ´ xx, u1y|{dpu, u1q,
Le :“ supxPZ supu,u1PBX | exppϱxx, uyq ´ exppϱxx, u1yq|{dpu, u1q, and Me :“ supxPZ,uPBX | exppϱxx, uyq|.

Step 1 (f „ fc). By the density of C8
c pXq in CpZq with respect to the uniform norm, we can take a compactly-supported

smooth function fc P C8
c pZq satisfying }f ´ fc}CpZq ă ε{3. Since fc is sufficiently smooth and integrable, there exists a

compactly-supported smooth function ρ P C8
c pRq such that

SrRrfc; ρsspxq “ fcpxq at every point x P X.

For example, take a compactly-supported smooth function ρ0 P C8
c pRq, and put ρpbq :“ △r{2

b rρ0spbq “

1
2π

ş

R |ω|rρ7
0pωqeibωdω. Then, ppσ, ρqq “

|W |

2π

ş

R σ7pωqρ7pωq|ω|´rdω “
|W |

2π

ş

R σ7pωqρ7
0pωqdω “ |W |

ş

R σpbqρ0pbqdb “

|W |xσ, ρ0yL2pRq, which is an ordinary functional inner product, and it is easy to find a ρ0 satisfying xσ, ρ0yL2pRq ‰ 0. By
normalizing ρ1 :“ ρ{ppσ, ρqq, we can find the ρ1. We refer to Sonoda & Murata (2017) and Sonoda et al. (2021b) for more
details on the scalar product ppσ, ρqq.

Step 2 (Rrfc; ρs). To show a discretization fn of the reconstruction formula converges to fc in CpZq, it is convenient to
regard the integrand

ϕpa, u, bqpxq :“ Rrfc; ρspa, u, bqσpaxx, uy ´ bqeϱxx,uy

as a vector-valued function ϕ : a˚ ˆ BX ˆ R Ñ CpZq, and the integration Srγspxq “
ş

a˚ˆBXˆR ϕpa, u, bqpxqdadudb as
a Bochner integral. Since fc is C8-smooth, Rrfc; ρspa, u, bq is bounded and decays rapidly in a, and thus ϕ is Bochner
integrable, that is,

ż

a˚ˆBXˆR
}ϕpa, u, bq}CpZqdadudb ă 8.

To see this, the decay property is estimated as follows. For any positive numbers s, t ą 1,

|Rrfc; ρspa, u, bq| “
1

2π

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż

R
pfcpωa, uq|cpωaq|´2ρ7pωqeiωbdω

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

“
1

2π

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż

R
xωaysxωay´sxbytxby´t

pfcpωa, uq|cpωaq|´2ρ7pωqeiωbdω

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď
1

2π

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż

R
xωays pfcpωa, uq|cpωaq|´2xωy´sρ7pωqx△ωyteiωbdω

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

xay´sxby´t,

which asserts the integrability as below
ż

a˚ˆBXˆR
}ϕpa, u, bq}CpZqdadudb ď MσMe}Rrfc; ρs}L1pXq À

ż

a˚ˆBXˆR
xay´sxby´tdadudb ă 8.

Step 3 (fc „ fV „ fn). Next, take a compact domain V :“ tpa, u, bq P a˚ ˆ BX ˆ R | |ai| ď δ{2, |b| ď δ{2u, namely
the product of an pr ` 1q-dimensional hypercube and the compact manifold BX , and put a band-limited function

fV pxq :“

ż

V

ϕpa, u, bqpxqdadudb,

so that }fc ´fV }CpZq ă ε{3 (by letting δ sufficiently large). For each n P N, let V “
Ů

iPIn
Vni be a disjoint decomposition

of V into a disjoint family of |In| subsets Vni with diameter at most dn “ Op1{nq. Since V is a compact manifold, each



volume volpVniq decays at Opn´dimV q as n Ñ 8, and the cardinality |In| (« dn-covering number) grows at the reciprocal
OpndimV q. From each subset Vni, take a point pani, uni, bniq satisfying

cni :“

ż

Vni

Rrfc; ρspa, u, bqdadudb “ Rrfc; ρspani, uni, bniq volpVniq,

and put a finite network as

fnpxq :“
ÿ

iPIn

cniσpanixx, uniy ´ bniqe
ϱxx,uniy.

In addition, we use

ϕnipxq :“ ϕpani, uni, bniqpxq, and ϕnpa, u, bqpxq :“
ÿ

iPIn

1Vni
pa, u, bqϕnipxq,

so that

fnpxq “
ÿ

iPIn

ϕnipxq volpVniq “

ż

V

ϕnpa, u, bqpxqdadudb.

Step 4 (fV „ fn). We show fn Ñ fV in CpZq. Put MR :“ }Rrfc; ρs}CpV q and LR :“ LippRrfc; ρsq. For every n P N,
since

}fV ´ fn}CpZq “ sup
xPZ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż

V

ϕpa, u, bqpxqdadudb ´

ż

V

ϕnpa, u, bqpxqdadudb

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď

ż

V

}ϕpa, u, bq ´ ϕnpa, u, bq}CpZqdadudb,

it suffice to show that (1) ϕn is a.e. dominated by an integrable function, and (2) converges a.e. to ϕ. In the following, we fix
an arbitrary pa, u, bq P Vni. First, ϕn is uniformly dominated by a constant function, which is in L1pV q, that is,

}ϕnpa, u, xq}CpZq “ }ϕni}CpZq ď sup
pa1,u1,b1qPVni

}ϕpa1, u1, b1q}CpZq ď MRMσMe.

Second, ϕn coverges to ϕ a.e.:

}ϕpa, u, bq ´ ϕnpa, u, bq}CpZq

“ }ϕpa, u, bq ´ ϕni}CpZq

“ sup
xPZ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Rrfc; ρspa, u, bqσpaxx, uy ´ bqeϱxx,uy ´ Rrfc; ρspani, uni, bniqσpanixx, uniy ´ bniqe

ϱxx,uniy
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď sup
xPZ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Rrfc; ρspa, u, bq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
σpaxx, uy ´ bqeϱxx,uy ´ σpanixx, uniy ´ bniqe

ϱxx,uniy
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

` sup
xPZ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Rrfc; ρspani, uni, bniq ´ Rrfc; ρspa, u, bq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
σpanixx, uniy ´ bniqe

ϱxx,uniy
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď MR

ˆ

LσMe sup
xPZ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
axx, uy ´ anixx, uniy ` pb ´ bniq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
` MσLedpu, uniq

˙

` MσMeLR

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
dppa, u, bq, pani, uni, bniqq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

À dn “ Op1{nq Ñ 0, n Ñ 8.

Therefore, the dominated convergence theorem for the Bochner integral yields

}fV ´ fn}CpZq ď

ż

V

}ϕpa, u, bq ´ ϕnpa, u, bq}CpZqdadudb Ñ 0, n Ñ 8.

Hence by letting n sufficiently large, we have }fn ´ fV }CpZq ă ε{3.

To sum up, we have shown the cc-universality:

}f ´ fn}CpZq ď }f ´ fc}CpZq ` }fc ´ fV }CpZq ` }fV ´ fn}CpZq ă ε.



C. Further Examples: SPDNets
C.1. SPD Manifold

Following Terras (2016, Chapter 1), we introduce the SPD manifold. On the space Pm of mˆm symmetric positive definite
(SPD) matrices, the Riemannian metric is given by

gx :“ tr
`

px´1dxq2
˘

, x P Pm

where x and dx denote the matrices of entries xij and dxij .

Put G “ GLpm,Rq, then the Iwasawa decomposition G “ KAN is given by K “ Opmq, A “ D`pmq, N “ T1pmq;
and the centralizer M “ CKpAq is given by M “ D˘1 (diagonal matrices with entries ˘1). The quotient space G{K is
identified with the SPD manifold Pm via a diffeomorphism onto, gK ÞÑ ggJ for any g P G; and K{M is identified with
the boundary BPm, another manifold of all singular positive semidefinite matrices. The action of G on Pm is given by
grxs :“ gxgJ for any g P G and x P Pm. In particular, the metric g is G-invariant. According to the spectral decomposition,
for any x P Pm, there uniquely exist k P K and a P A such that x “ kras; and according to the Cholesky (or Iwasawa)
decomposition, there exist n P N and a P A such that x “ nras.

When x “ krexppHqs “ exppkrHsq for some H P a “ Dpmq and k P K, then the geodesic segment y from the origin
o “ I (the identity matrix) to x is given by

yptq “ expptkrHsq, t P r0, 1s

satisfying yp0q “ o and yp1q “ x; and the Riemannian length of y (i.e., the Riemannian distance from o to x) is given by
dpo, xq “ |H|E . So, H P a is the vector-valued distance from o to x “ krexppHqs.

The G-invariant measures are given by dg “ |det g|´m
Ź

i,j dgij on G, dk to be the uniform probability measure on K,
da “

Ź

i dai{ai on A, dn “
Ź

1ăiăjďm dnij on N ,

dµpxq “ |detx|´
m`1

2

ľ

1ďiďjďm

dxij on Pm,

“ cm

m
ź

j“1

a
´

m´1
2

j

ź

1ďiăjďm

|ai ´ aj |dadk,

where the second expression is for the polar coordinates x Ð kras with pk, aq P K ˆ A and cm :“

πpm2
`mq{4

śm
j“1 j

´1Γ´1pj{2q, and du to be the uniform probability measure on BPm :“ K{M .

The vector-valued composite distance from the origin o to a horosphere ξpx, uq is calculated as

xx “ gros, u “ kMy “
1

2
log λpkJrxsq,

where λpyq denotes the diagonal vector λ in the Cholesky decomposition y “ νrλs “ νλνJ of y for some pν, λq P NA.

Proof. Since xx, kMy :“ ´Hpg´1kq “ xkJrxs, eMy, it suffices to consider the case px, uq “ pgros, eMq. Namely, we
solve g´1 “ kan for unknowns pk, a, nq P KAN . (To be preceise, we only need a because xx, eMy “ ´ log a.) Put the
Cholesky decomposition x “ νrλs “ νλνJ for some pν, λq P NA. Then, a “ λ´1{2 because x´1 “ pν´1qJλ´1ν´1,
while x´1 “ pggJq´1 “ nJa2n.

The Helgason-Fourier transform and its inversion formula are given by

pfps, uq “

ż

Pm

fpxqes¨xx,uydµpxq,

fpxq “ ωm

ż

ℜs“ϱ

ż

BPm

pfps, uqes¨xx,uydu
ds

|cpsq|2
,



for any ps, uq P a˚
CˆOpmq (where a˚

C “ Cm) and x P Pm. Here, ωm :“
śm

j“1
Γpj{2q

jp2πiqπj{2 , ϱ “ p´ 1
2 , . . . ,´ 1

2 ,
m´1
4 q P Cm,

and

cpsq “
ź

1ďiďjăm

Bp 1
2 , si ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sj `

j´i`1
2 q

Bp 1
2 ,

j´i`1
2 q

,

where Bpx, yq :“ ΓpxqΓpyq{Γpx ` yq is the beta function.

C.2. Continuous SPDNet

Definition C.1. For any x P Pm, put

Srγspxq “

ż

RmˆBPmˆR
γpa, u, bqσpa ¨ xx, uy ´ bqeϱ¨xx,uydadudb,

where for any px, uq P Pm ˆ BPm with u “ kM for some k P K,

xx, uy “
1

2
log λpkJrxsq.

Definition C.2. For any pa, bq P Rm ˆ R,

Rrf ; ρspa, bq “

ż

Pm

crf spxqσpa ¨ xx, uy ´ bqeϱ¨xx,uydµpxq,

where for any x P Pm,

crf spxq “

ż

RmˆBPm

pfpiλ ` ϱ, uqepiλ`ϱq¨xx,uy ωmdλdu

|cpiλ ` ϱq|4
.

As a consequence of the general results, the following reconstruction formula holds.

Corollary C.3. For any σ P S 1pRq, ρ P SpRq,

SrRrf ; ρsspxq “ ppσ, ρqqfpxq,

where

ppσ, ρqq :“
1

2π

ż

R
σ7pωqρ7pωq|ω|´mdω,

where the equality holds at every point x P Pm when f P C8
c pPmq, and in L2 when f P L2pPmq.


